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Basic Reproduction Ratio Basic Reproduction Ratio –– RR00
Standard Theory:Standard Theory:

In a In a homogeneous, wellhomogeneous, well--mixed systemmixed system, , 
RR00 =<infectious contacts>=<infectious contacts>

caused by introduction of a single infected caused by introduction of a single infected 
individual in a wholly susceptible equilibrium individual in a wholly susceptible equilibrium 
populationpopulation

RR00 < 1 implies an epidemic cannot occur< 1 implies an epidemic cannot occur
RR00 > 1 implies a pathogen may be successful > 1 implies a pathogen may be successful 



RR00 in terms of the transmission  in terms of the transmission  
matrix (matrix (T T ))

RR00==ρρ(T(T)) (with some philosophical caveats) but (with some philosophical caveats) but 
account for overlapping infectious periodsaccount for overlapping infectious periods

Loops in the contact networkLoops in the contact network
Rate of link Rate of link generatongeneraton/removal/removal

A single snapshot of the epidemic captures A single snapshot of the epidemic captures 
the dynamics of the network (the dynamics of the network (ErgodicErgodic
Hypothesis?)Hypothesis?)

(works for directed networks with low (works for directed networks with low 
correlation between source partners and correlation between source partners and 
destination partners destination partners –– other systems?)other systems?)
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Giant Strongly Connected Component  Giant Strongly Connected Component  
(GSCC) in Epidemiological or (GSCC) in Epidemiological or 

Transmission NetworksTransmission Networks

Index Case

Consider only contacts that 
“actually” cause infection over 

one infectious period

Giant Weak Component OtherGiant Strong Component



Comparing SCC size to epidemicsComparing SCC size to epidemics
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PercolationPercolation

Day 1
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PercolationPercolation

The Largest Component (Patch The Largest Component (Patch 
of Mould) Spans the of Mould) Spans the PopnPopn..

Day 5



Percolation Interpretation of Percolation Interpretation of RR00

Below percolation threshold, GSCC size (Below percolation threshold, GSCC size (NNGSCCGSCC) ) 
fixed fixed w.r.tw.r.t. total population size (. total population size (NNpoppop), i.e.), i.e.

Above percolation thresholdAbove percolation threshold
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RR00 on Randomly mixed Undirected on Randomly mixed Undirected 
NetworksNetworks

• “infinite” network

• degree-dependent mixing: probability of any 
node of degree i being connected to a node of 
degree j is given by P(j|i). 
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Hethcote et al., for 
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for HIV



RR00 in Randomly Mixed Directed in Randomly Mixed Directed 
NetworksNetworks
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Growth of the GSCC vs. Growth of the GSCC vs. RR00
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Estimating Estimating RR00 two waystwo ways
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Percolation ThresholdPercolation Threshold

Growth of strongly connected components by increasing infectious period of farms



Implementation of Targeted ControlImplementation of Targeted Control
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Some thoughtsSome thoughts

Can a general formulation be established?Can a general formulation be established?

Even if there is a general description, is it the Even if there is a general description, is it the 
most appropriate measure?most appropriate measure?

is there a way of capturing multiple levels of is there a way of capturing multiple levels of 
mixing in a single summary measure?mixing in a single summary measure?
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